Continuously efficient

TSR Recycling GmbH & Co. KG of Heilbronn has again decided in favour of a Terex Fuchs material handler. Using a MHL365 E with an 1.4 m support results in a viewing height of around 8 m. This permits optimum views over the sides of the vessels right down to the floor of the cargo area, as well as to the scrap shears on site (when no vessel is docked). The robust undercarriage from the heavier machine class MHL380 guarantees stability, steadiness and high handling loads.

Customer’s conclusion:
“We are totally sold on the handling capacity of our MHL365. Day after day, we are impressed with the responsiveness of this machine, which enables precision steering even when handling heavy loads. The handler is equipped with a Deutz Tier IV engine, which has verifiably reduced our operating and maintenance costs by 35% in direct comparison with the competitor machine. These details speak for the highest efficiency of Terex Fuchs material handlers. Supported by the already MHL360 D in usage both machines handle around 1500 t of shearing scrap in around five hours. This outstanding performance, combined with low operating costs, confirms us in our decision, which is aimed at keeping us competitive.”
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